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Abstract 

The results obtained during the e”olution OF the 
d*Zdg”, construotian, and testing pro.qam of the 
*estgn 'B" dipole, are presented here. Design "8" is 
one Of the original three competing designs far the 
S"Perco"d"cti"g super Collider' "SSC" arc dipoles. 
me latest design "8" CPO.%-SeCtlo" is show" in 
Fig. 1. The Final design parameters were as Follows: 
air cored (less than a Few percent OF the magnetic 
field derive3 from any iron present), al"mi"um 
collared, two layered winding, 5.5T maxim"m operating 
Field, and a Scm cold aperture. There have bee" 
Fowteen 64cm long 5cm aperture model dipoles cold 
tested (at 4.3K and less) in this program so t-at-. 
mere was a half length Full size (bm) mechanical 
analog (M-10) built and tested to ob*c!x the cryostat’s 
l!EChZ3”iCt31 d*Sig” under ramping and quench 
CO”ditio”cz.~ Several deviations from tne ‘Tevatron’ 
dipole Fabrl~nati”” teOhniq”e were incorporated) tar 
exnmple the use Of al”mln”m collars instead OF 
stainless steel. me winding teohnlque “ariatio”s 
explored were "dry winding,"' a technique with the 
cable awered with Knpton insulation only and Wet 
windi”@ whore the Rapton was covered with a U&t 

coat of "B" stage epoxy. Test data include quench 
currents, field q"PIlitY (Fourier Ml"lt.ipOl* 
CO-*fFiCi*"tS), co11 magnetizatio", conductor current 
perfoPma"Ce, and coil loading. Quench c"rrent., loss 
per cycle, and harmonics were measured as a Function 
of the magnitude and rate of change of the ma(metic 
Field, and helium bath telnperatore. 

IntPml"Ction ____ 

The <Old (S4.3K) testing "f these early 
pPototype9 (SRlOOl and Sc1001) was conducted vltho"t 
their cold iron shields. One of the Features of the 
latest design of the "SSC" dipoles is a cold iron 
shield. The First two prototypes we,-e "iron core" 
(greater than ten percent Of the magnetic Field 
derived From the iron present) designs. Bath designs 
inoluded a cold iron shield. After examining various 
coo1 down xenarios l-or the machine, it was decided to 
optimize the air core version of the 5cm dipole. This 
version had a definite ad"antage in the refrigeration 
cooldown and warmup cycle time due to the reduced cold 
mass. me first air core PPOtotype was co"str"cted 
From a" existing cable wh"se material MS readily 
available even though the dimensions would not result 
in the proper magnetio field shape, SF1001. It was 
primarily a winding exeroise and quench performance 
check (See Tabs. 1 and 2). The next series OF 
prototypes used a thick wedge, (i.e., the inner radius 
azmuthal thickness OF the wedge was "0" zero), SG,OOX. 
These magneta performed wsll, b"t had the wrong turn 
distribution RS well. men a series of prototypes 
with the pwpeP turn distribution were fabricated; 
SJlDOX FOP the dry wo""d series, and X100X for the 
wet wound series. -ihe magnetic Field shapes .far those 

*Operated by Universities Re.3earch *ssaciation, Inc., 
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Table 1. 5cm Aperture Node1 Parameters 
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series W=P= not as good a9 had bee" anticipated based 
on careful magnetic field calculations (although they 
were consistent within a group). The problem was 
finally traced to the collaring method snd excessive 
preload. There were actually 22 collared CO11 
assemblies made, but only 14 were cold tested. Tbe 
magnets that were cold tested had their quench history 
end magnetlo Field quality in the oentral region 
measured and recorded. Their "Energy (I") minus 
EnerW(O"t.)" pt-ofiles were measured as a function of 
Current and rate of change of magnetio field. There 
Has a subset OF these Collared coils which had strain 
gauges mounted in them. Measurements of the load on 
the collar were made using these strain gauges. n~ese 
measurements include data From before closing the 
collars to olo.u~e of the collars and then relaxing at 
rrmm temperature. The strain gauges wet-e temperature 
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Figure 1: Detailed crows section of the 5.5T, 5ca 
aperture reference Design 8 dipole magnet. The cold 
aperture is 5.lcm in diameter. 

Table 2. Performance 
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compensated so data were taken during cool down to 
4.X and during the magnet powering sequence. All of 
these coils ran at redllocd temperature, most at 3.X, 

during .vome period of their training cycle. owing 
the prototype co”str”ction period, the critical 
current density of NbTi improved almost 352. DUO to 
the higher critical oUrrent of the magnet conductor, 
the magnet performance exceeded the original dealgn 
goals of 5.OT. It we decided to increase the 
operating field to 5.9. IF pPeSe”t higher 
performance conductor wwe used, the operating Field 

would be 6.OT. 

Experimental Procedure 

The standard magnet test procedure ~a9 to verify 
the high voltage integrity of the coil after it was 
vertically mo”“ted in the test Fixture. The 
continuity of the voltage taps and the strain gauges 
Were measured and checked against the wluee attained 
after collaring of the winding. ‘Ihese measurements 
were repeated during and after tbe cooldown of the 
magnet to 4.2K. The quench performance of the magnet 
was measured. The Onergy(1n) iXi”“S Energy(0ut) 
proPile was measured for both a 3.32 and a 5.4 Tesla 
cycle as a function of ramp rate. Tix magnet was the” 
suboooled by .5 - 1 degree Kelvin and repeatedly 
quenched until it quenched at the same current each 
time it was energized or became random. The magnet 
was then warmed to 4.2K. The quench current of the 
magnet MS measured as a function of rate of change of 
magnetic Pield. A warm re-entrant bore tube 
containing a “Morgan coil”* ~8s then mounted in the 
aperture. l%e harmonics were measured; first. the DC 
harmonics and then later the ramped harmonics. 
Special studies of tbe time variation oP harmonics, 
i.e., the fast and 910~ change of the sextupole term 
given various magnet powering cycles, were made. A 
Rawson probe was used to measure the longitudfnal 
shape of the field. I” certain clrcumstanoes, the 
magnet temperature was lowered and the harmonic 
measurements were repeated as a P”“ctio” of 
temperature. 

Results and Conclusions 

Quench Performance 

The quenoh history is given for a typioal magnet 
In this series and For the beet In Fig. 2. The quench 
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Figure 2: The quench current 19 plotted as a Function 
of quench number For the beet quench performance, 
X1002, and the average, SJlOO3. 

ourrent performance can be expressed ae a percent oP 
the i_ntersectlon of the cable’s effective resistlvlty 
(2x10 I2 n-cm) curve and the vtndlng highest two 
dtnenstonal Field load line. The cable’s reslstlvlty 
is measured with it’s vtde surface perpendicular to 
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Figure 3: This 19 a graphical history of a ‘dry 
winding' collared coil, SJ1008 from the time it was 
placed in the collaring press through the low 
temperature powr cycling of the coil to 5.8T and back 
to OT. Note the "agr,it"de of the stress during the 
initial o1osing Of the collars. 

that the max*m”m StxRl” on the CollaPed co11 package 
occws during the closure of the collars. The peak 
stress occurs when the key8 are slipped into the ~1ot.s 
I" tile collars that lock the collars together. This 
stress 1s slmnst tvice (1.93) that of the resldvai 
stress left in the collared co‘1 package after' tw, 
weeks at POcm temperature. Each collar 1aminat1on was 
connected to its "Pighbar via two stainless steel 
pins. The pins couple .%ijC%XZ"t 1aminat1ons 
mechanlcally (zee Fig. I). The tolerances necessary 
to enable assembly alSo allow the right and left 
lamlnatlons to mOYe w‘th respect to one another. When 
the collars are being clam,aed "n the ulndings by the 
press. t.hlS hinge motion a11ous the coil to expand in 
the "x" axis lmldplane). Once the keys are In place 
and the press removed the CO‘1 loading reverses this 
h‘nged motion allowing the collared co11 to expand I" 
tile "Y" axis (polar). p1 SOl"t,lO" proposed for th‘s 
problem is to Sp"t weld right and left pa1rsl at the 
pin p09*ti*ns. 

The a*vantage Of the ~l"llll""tl COIlaPT is 
lllustr'ate~ in Figure 3. Seventy--0"~ percent of the 
pre-stress needed I-or the magnetic field load is 
supplied by the d‘fference I" cont~actlo" Of the 
al"mln"n collars (14,2K AL/L - lb.5 E: lo-'1 "et-3"s 

*La = 3 x 10 '1. ThlS collar the lm" package (4.2[" lock it into place. design employed keys The 
affect Of the magnetic field loldlng IS only about 2OI 
of the peak stress see" b" the -coil or 28% of the 
residmi FOOT t~mp~t-&~ stress am3 Giaring Ad 
being keyed. 

Helium IPPigatlO” -.-_~-.--..-- 

The amo""L of he,i,,m irrigation in these ~011s 

was minimum for the dry ulndlngs to p~actlcally m-0 
for the vet uindlngs. The "old volume In the uindlngs 
that helium can occupy is only a few percent. This 
was not considered to be a problem because the cycle 
time for the "SSC" was very long, requiring only a 50 
ga"ss/seco"d ralnp rate. If helium circulation were a 
problem. the" the quench c"~rent sho"ld be very ramp 
rate sensitive. The data ape shown In Fig. 4. In the 
worst ca.¶e, Only about a 10% red"ctlon I" the quench 
current for ramp rates from 25 gauss/second up to 1660 
gauss/second 0CC"PS. 
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Figure 4: This is a graph of the quench current for 
the various models as a function af the rate of change 
CJf magnetio field. Nate in the area of interest = 50 
gausslsec, the quench current is very insensitive. 
The symbol "KZ" stands for the collared coil assembly 
SK1002, Kl = X1001, J3 E SJ1003, etc. 
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Figure 5: This is a graph of the data of the 
Energy(h) minus E"er&y(O"t) as measurement as plotted 
by the computer. 

Energy LOSS and coil Hagnetizatlo" --- - 

Fig. 5 is typical data Of Energy(In) Rl""S 
Energy(Out)' for the prototype "SJlOlO". The loss per 
cycle for a ~f"ll ,3ca1e 12R COIlaPed co11 assembly 
would be - 338 f 36 joules for the 17" filament 
co"d"ctor used In these prototypes. The lDss/cycle of 
these prototypes increased about 20% by lncreaslng the 
ramp rate a factor of three times that proposed for 
the SSC as shown in Fig. 6. This value would be 
redllced by a factor Of I-our to eight I" the actual 
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Figure 6: The loss/cycle of the ‘8’ series dipoles as 
a Iunction of rate of change of magnetie field is 
Shown etmve . The losses only increase.e about 20% for 
ramp rates up to tuc to three times that of the 
propose* ssc cycle. 

magnets due to the a**,tiona1 requirement to rnirllrnlz* 
the magnetlzatlon effects of the sextupole harmonic 
vldth. A filament size of 2 tc 4 microns is required 
In order not to need to cwrect the field shape. 

The shape of the Energ,' minus Energy(O"t) 
C"P"e -c (I-I )' is to some extent a measure of how 
stiff the vinaing an* suppor%ing structure are'. 
Tab. 3 lists the constants of this imperical equatlcn 
when fitted to the E-CL") "11""s E-(out) ~rcflle.3. 
smaller values indicate stiffer coils, i.e., smaller 
change In Inductance per unit of Lorentz force. WltA 
the exceptlo" Of SFIOO1, all Of the cc119 ha""6 
ultho"t the Iiberglass tape were stiffer. SC an* on, 
Y*P9"9 the R series magnets that use B stage 
fiberglass. The value of "C" ranged frcm 0.08 tc 0.14 
volt-sw/kA' far the R series.' 

Table 3. Shape of E(h)-E(out) Curves = C(I-I/ 
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Magnetic Field Characterlstlcs 

A set Of Fourier co-efflcients meas"red at 5.OT 
central field are give" I" Tab. 4 for the correct turn 
distribution pPototype9. It. is Of Interest he?* to 
note that the sextupole and decapcle terms ,,ere 
designed to be zero far the models SJIOOY and SK,OOX, 
actually were In fact. - ,o and',.5'~x~lo-* at.'o"e 
centilneter respect1ve1y. It has been calculated that 
a” elliptlclty of 0.635mm in the polar dl,-e&ion of 
the nagnet would aCCc""t *or these Yalues and this 
solution was relatively easy to check by meas"rln& the 
midplane dlmetw versus the polar diameter of the 
c"llared co11 package. The diameter measurements were 

I" agreement. ThlS e11ipticity was tPaCed badI to 
both the excessive *reload and the collaring process. 
Figs. 7 and 8 show the ‘in phase and out of phase’ 
sextupcle (B, and A 
as a eunctl”” Of ccl $ 

) end deoapole (B4 and A 1 c"r.eLI 
current reepectively. I ota the 

large difference In sextupole values on the up hen,, 
“ers”s the down PB”Q - 7.5 unit (x lo-.) at O.BbT. 
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figure 7: The sextupcle in-phase ‘B2’ end cut. of phase 
‘AZ’ measured Fourier co-efficienta for SJ1009 am 
plotted 85 a function Of magnetic field. 90 ,-1-T--- 35 rEC4POLE SJ 1039 
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Figure 8: me decapcle in-phase 'B,,' and cut of phase 
'Aq' measured Fourier co-sffioisnta for sJ1009 am 
plotted ee (I funoticn of magnetlo field. 

=ibhe propoaai injaation field ia b.841. i r&e ieG 
then e unit “P two 11111 be required in order not to b. 
oormoted at Injeatlcn. The ramp “yo1e magnetis?4ti”n 
effaota of the asxtupols term WI)~ invsstl&ated due to 
an apparent change in ohromaticity of the beam during, 
the ‘Tevatrcn injsoticn OyClS in the collider 

~opamtion mode. A long time (many mlnutea) and short 
term (a few eeccnda or fraction., of) change of the 
eextupol. field wee measured during these powaring 
ssqusncsa, and therefore accounted for the beam 
behavior. 

The longltudlnal profile of the maanetk field in 



the StlcPt m0**,s was measure*. The magnet,c length 
“as found to be 68.38cm aa shown I” FLg. 9. The 
‘MCJPg*“’ coil probe uas Located at the center of the 
magnet an* WR3 3a.icm long; the~efcre, the effect or 
the model magnet endn should not be present in the 
hWm”“i~ cc-efficimts measured and presented in 
Tab. 4. 
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Figure 9: This is the axial profile of the magnetic 
field as measured with a Rawson probe. Note the 
magnetic Length of the magnet is 68.3&m or the 
bending power is H(O,Ol middle of magnet times 0.6838 
= 0.5853T-m. 

Table 4. Mea.sured courter Cc-gffLcients x lo* l/cm” 

The transfer constant measured at 6000 Amperes 
*or a typical pPOt”typC was 8.28 f.04 gausslampere. 
Note in the actual ring magnet due to the iron vacuum 
shell, the transter constant value would be = 3% 
higher. 

The questions investigated end acs”ere found by 
this dipole prototype study were: 

1. Is the design “BtB iron free magnet a vinble 
BPC dipole far the SSC accelerator? The answer- 1s 
yes. The wgnatic fteld quaLLty Is reproducible, and 
saenm to be well underatccd. The co”str”ctlcn 
technique “ill control the harmonics to within e unit 
(X10-* l/m”) of the desfred value. The operating 
magnetic field range of 5.5T to ~.oT, which has been 
demonstrated fcr the design “8” magnet, is certainly 
accerrtable far the SC. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

a. 
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2. Is the ‘dry Winding’ technique viable ae a 
production method? This question is annered in 
detail to a ““mpani”n paper by “Carson and Bcasert”’ 
at this Conference, and by the magnet. performance 
reported here. After a period of development, several 
collared coils wew successfuLLy assembled and tested. 
The performance problerB with the nagnets, when they 
““ourred, were normlly fixed by tightening or 
reworking the ends of the coils. The production cost 
savings are obvious due to the absence of the curing 
step*. Them t-ore ( additional development to Further 
perfect this technique should be pursued. 

3. Is the ‘wet winding’ technique “sin& “8” 
staged epoxy coated Kaptca only %%.thsr than ths 
combination of “B” Staged fiberglass and Kepton, 
viable as a production method? The answer to this 
question is yes, a8 well. This particular Pabrioatlon 
technique, although it did not remove the curing step, 
produced higher density windings than fiberglass 
insulated ones. These higher density windings, of 
course, Were capable of produoing a hLgher magnetic 
field for a given winding volume.’ The best quench 
history of this study was a collared coil produced by 
this technique, sK1002. 

4. Is alumioum a suitable collar material? ‘Lbha 
data shoun in Fig. 3 clearly shows one of the beat 
features of aluminum, namely the reduction of the 
prelcad needed to offset the megnetio Load. TbiS 
reduction can be a.e high es 701, as was the case in 
551008. The performance of the aluminum collared 
““Lls have been as good or better than theLr stainless 
steel cauntarparts. 


